
15w 12volt ACTINIC PORTABLE SKINNER TRAP 
 Product Code: 11161 

To erect, follow the diagram included, first position three sides together then slot in the base, then fit the fourth side and finally the light board 
Then place the large pieces of perspex into trap sloping inwards from top to bottom. The thin strips of perspex slide in the groove on the block at 
the bottom of the sloping larger pieces of perspex, this is a unique design that greatly increases the holding capacity once the moths have entered 
the trap. Do not forget to put egg cartons inside the trap for the moths to rest on, lay them up against the side of the trap, not across the bottom, 
this keeps them drier in rain. Make sure the trap is run all night or moths will escape if the trap is turned off before dawn. 

For prolonged life of the trap please re-apply a varnish or preservative at regular intervals. 

As with all electronic control gear it is essential that you observe polarity with the two wires for the battery i.e the red lead and 
clip go to the terminal on the battery marked with a + or positive or marked with a red marker. The black lead goes to the 
terminal marked with a – or negative or black marker. It is essential that you connect the leads as above and failure to do so will 
cause serious damage to the controller. If damage occurs by reverse polarity and is returned to us for repair it will be chargeable.  

The electrical unit has a built in voltage regulator, when the battery becomes approximately 90% discharged, it will turn off 
automatically. This prevents over-discharge and potential damage to the battery and bulb. The shut down procedure will be 
noticeable by the bulb flickering on and off  slowly to start until the bulb fails to remain on. 

To test the bulb, fully cover the photocell that is situated on the bottom of the white control box and test in a darkened room. The 
bulb will not light in daylight unless this eye is covered fully and can take up to 8 seconds depending on the ambient temperature. 

WARNING This lamp can cause skin burns and eye inflammation from short-wave ultraviolet radiation if the outer envelope of the lamp is broken 
or damaged in any way and is continued to operate. If the envelope is damaged remove the lamp and replace. For personal safety we recommend 
the use of UV sunglasses if working next to the trap at night (alternately we offer clear UV safety glasses - UV01). UV sun block may also be 
necessary for sensitive skin.  

Care of the control box. 

 To fit the actinic tube in place unscrew the end caps and slide them onto the tube, align the two terminals of the bulb to the fitting then
screw end caps back in place (ALS will not be held responsible if the terminals are bent if not aligned and fitted correctly)

 Do not carry by the leads

 Do not drop as this can cause serious damage

 Do not run anything other than 15w tubes otherwise serious damage to the unit can occur.

 Do not leave the unit outdoors when not in use otherwise the electronics may become corroded over time

 Do not run the unit via a battery charger, this will cause serious damage to the control box.

 For prolonged life of the tube, take off, turn around and re-connect at regular intervals. This re-distributes the ions.

 Do not coil the leads.

Trouble shooting: 

 Bulb fails to light  ~   Loose connections, flat battery. 
  If the battery is in poor condition and not charging to full its  
  capacity this can prevent the bulb from turning on and can 
  also cause the bulb to blacken quickly at one end. TEST  
  BATTERY VOLTAGE. 

 Bulb flickers on/off      ~     Shut down procedure may be activated, see blue text above. 
  Check battery. 

Warranty 
All ALS control units have a 12 month warranty on parts and labour providing they have not been subject to accidental damage, misuse or 
modifications of any type. This includes the leads.  

If you need to return the unit contact ALS first, DO NOT OPEN THE CONTROL BOX, this will void your warranty. 
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  Skinner Trap 

Figure 1:              Figure 2: 

Put the two shaped sides and one plain side               Slot in the base. 
together. 

Figure 3:             Figure 4: 

Put in the fourth side.                 Add the light board to the upper side supports. 

Figure 5:             Figure 6: 

Put in place the thin pieces of perspex on the             Add the large pieces of Perspex. 
lower supports.        



ACTINIC TUBES 

On behalf of our supplier, we are aware that some of the brass prongs at the 
ends of the actinic tubes are being inadvertently damaged by customers. 
Please beware when fitting these in place. See photographs below. When 
fitting the end caps make sure they are pushed into place and not twisted, 
this can bend or even snap off the brass prongs if fitted incorrectly. If tight, 
then add a small amount of grease, lip-salve, margarine, etc on the rim of the 
cap. Stow Agricultural t/a Wildcare, nor its supplier will be held responsible if 
this happens. 

 Place rubber cap onto tube   Align brass prongs into end caps  Screw rubber cap onto end cap 

     (do not twist)
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